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Jupiter Hell continues being a great combination of Doom and a roguelike, now with challenge modes[2]

Another Jupiter Hell update arrived recently, as ChaosForge rip and tear towards the Early
Access release next month. I expect great things when this is finished, as it's already glorious.

Minecraft can now be downloaded from Flathub on Linux using Flatpak [3]

For those of you who prefer downloading things and keeping them up to date using Flatpak,
you can now grab Minecraft on Flathub. A good time too, with the recent huge Village &
Pillage update that was released back in April.
Seems they had some trouble getting the Minecraft Flatpak ready, with the original request
being opened back in November 2017 but it finally arrived this month.

You might need to bring a shovel for Stellaris: Ancient Relics, the newly announced story expansion[4]

It's a good day to be a space nerd, as Paradox Development Studio and Paradox Interactive
have announced Stellaris: Ancient Relics.
This is a new Story Pack, that will allow you to sift through the rubble of ancient civilizations
in Relic Worlds, to piece together exactly what happened to them and maybe come out of it
with some fun new toys for your own civilization in the process. Check out the stylish teaser,

which gives little away but still helps me get quite excited at the same time:

Fight off the vicious Shrooms in Mushroom Crusher Extreme, some thoughts now it's out [5]

Mushroom Crusher Extreme, a retro-styled action game that sees you fight off vicious
Shrooms using various spells has left Early Access. A bit of an odd setting but certainly not
the weirdest game I've played.
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